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go get it. Junior Dustin Creager is about to get more. He’s

“

huddle, if you get in trouble just throw it up aud I promise you, PR

available as I personally can. I tell my quarterback in the

ano

earned this name from his teammates. He’s got the skills and the

It’s another to be named “Franchise.”

Ir’S ONE THING TO BE CALLED A “FRANCHISE PLAYER.’

Arcata, CA 95521
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NEWS

FROM AROUND

HUMBOLDT

abled students enrolled in
classes this semester. Ac-

_ Counting for more than 5 percent of total enroliment.
HSU is projected to have

the highest disabled enrollment percentage in the California State Uni-

ae

a

system

Resource

Cen- [here is nothing
that can

be

responsible SAid about it.

*

Ken Hurd,

“The

Disability
Resource
Center is a tool

the facility.

major

longed

rt hg
bill

suc-

cess in bringing a smile to

the faces of
“!

haven't

lot of campuses,
but
the
faculty
here is so much more accommodating and has better attitudes,” McFarland said of the
center.
The HSU campus
is set on
uses the facilities

Ken
who

Hurd,

a

utilizes

“There is nothing

bad that can be said about

it.”

is a contrib-

a business major who Worked at a

that never stops
business

iicrariand,Ra

dents.

students.

said

the ——

center,

disabled stu-

of disabled

helping,”

Director of

uting
factor
to HSU's pro-

for the well being

gl

excellent or good. This is an
increase of 9.6 percent from
the previous year.

;
helping.

librarycircle

Pn
rag

last year 90.4 percent of disabled students recorded the
resource center's services as

‘ in is a tool that never

pe located near had

is

vey given by the resource c,

“The Disability

Stue
Disability Stops

dent

who use the resource center
agree. According to a sur-

mesource Center

yearinarow,
wee

Apparently other students

ye

umboidt State University currently has approximately 400 dis-

Starr Warer

BON
i

By Michael Peters

"we
nai

Resource Center ‘

SDRC

Photo
by Kaldin Hope
Director Ralph McFariand heips disabled students in need of assistance.

a hillside, which

makes

tra-

didn't think | would

be able

versing between classes dif-

to go back to school for a few

ficult for those with mobility

years."
He wasn't out of school for

limitations.

Greg Moore, an

art major at HSU had to travel

a few years though.

around campus
with chronic
back problems last semester.

to the resource
center and
months in rehab, he was able

“| broke
my back snowboarding,”

said

Moore.

“I

Thanks

school.

Moore.

only

one

semester

Of

|

could have walked to every
room.”

to attend classes after miss- modating
ing

“There is no way

individuals

with

Students, continued on page 5

Child Care Center teaches healthy eating
~ By Karen Wilkinson starr Waren

Program was created in
1971 between 2 offices

sue in maintaining a vegetarian diet. in order
to meet federal meat alternate requirements,
ter are served.

“It's a good eating style to be exposed to,”

he HSU Children's Center provides care
for 99 children, ages 12 months to kindergarten-age.
Its mission is to “provide affordable,
convenient, high-quality child care and education services for families of Humboidt State
University.”
The program, which opened in 1971, is
housed within the University under the Office

of Student Affairs and is staffed by a licensed
administrator
and teachers, student aides and

participating
University students. The children
follow a meatiess diet while at the Center, a
policy established to meet the needs of vegetarian families, which represent a large per-

centage
of families served. The concern of
young children choking on meat was a final is-

said Trudi Walker, the director of the center. “It
exposes
them to new foods... They talk about
what's healthy.”
In the preschool program the chikiren often make their own food, using the produce

grown at the Center and experimenting
with
different
ways of cooking.
“This summer they spent a lot of time dehydrating food,” Walker said. “Cantaloupe was
very interesting.”
“Today they're making a pear cake,” Walker
said. “The children understand fruits and vegetables do not come from the grocery store.
Everything
they bake or cook they eat.”

Along with the meatless diet, the use of
Chitdren, continued on page 8
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Kimberly Thorpe Starr Wairer
though certain special events

rom South African vocal
groups to Celtic bands
to award-winning authors, HSU's Center Arts program draws from a culturally
diverse palette of artists and
writers.
“We are trying to create
some balance as far as presenting a certain number of
dance performances, some
theater, some music - some-

The

ture,

are

produced

cert with Center

in con-

Arts. They

are chosen by HSU students

themselves through the AS
Presents Committee, which is
appointed by the AS.

low people to experience
something they might not otherwise have the opportunity
to experience,” he said.

These shows, whose audiences are comprised mostly
of HSU students, are expected'to sell out in advance.

“There has been a lot of
buzz and interest from HSU
students around these performances,” Furshpan said.

HSU's out-of-the-way loca-

tion and relatively small pop-

ulation make it challenging to
attract and book artists.
“| do a lot of networking

with other university arts pre-

- gentefs,” Furshpan said. “It's

a constant process of finding

out who will be touring when,
and then working with agents
and managers to try and get

the artists to take us seriously
as a venue.”
Finances pose another dif-

ficulty in booking programs
for each Center Arts season.
Many of the artists who come
anywhere

Students

Associated

upcoming Eric Schlosser lec-

said.
“Hopefully, [it] will also al-

cost

to-

Presents shows, such as the

shpan, Director of Center Arts

to HSU

specifically

ward students.

thing for all tastes,” Roy FurWaa

geared

are

be-

Psychology. major Brian
Lok, who has attended two
Center Arts performances
since coming to Humboldt,
commented on the popularity
of the differing acts.
“it seems like it's right on

the pulse of this area,” he
said.
The area makes Humboldt
attractive to artists when they
come to do shows here.
“(They) always comment
on how great Humboldt audiences are,” Furshpan said.
“We have a lot of artists who

say that this is one of their
favorite places to perform.

tween $10,000 to $20,000 - a
fee that doesn't include pro-

duction and marketing costs.

While ticket sales pay the ma-

ro

Vere

niures

iC

eK

jority of these expenses, Cen-

ter Arts relies on sponsorships and donations to cover

the rest.
The myriad
appeal

of programs

to a wide

range

of

audiences, both at HSU and
within the community. AlweeeHraAnes

will feature a variety of pro-

grams from Celtic band Cap-

ercaillie (CAP-er-kay-lee# to
author and comic David Sedaris.
Drummers of West Africa,
whose show is almost sold

out already, will play Sept. 25

in the Van Duzer Theater.
The show, led by chief
drum major Doudou N'Diaye

Rose

of Dakar,

West

Africa,

Senegal

will feature

in .

35

musicians on stage. All drummers are members of Rose's

family and have toured
him throughout Europe

with
and

South America.

“Les Rosettes,” a group of
female drummers formed by

Rose's daughters and granddaughters, will also perform
with him in this month's show.
In addition to performing,

Rose also conducts percusworkshops

sion

in

Japan,

France, Africa and the United
States. On Friday, Sept. 26,
a completely different show
will take place in the Van Duzer Theatre with slide guitars,
southern blues, soul and reggae when the Taj Mahal Trio
comes to HSU.
“When we are putting to-

gether our season of events,”

Furshpan ‘said, “one of the
factors we are looking at is
how will this performance
enrich the cultural life of. our
mpus and community.
“1 think this is clearly dem-

p
preciate things of quality.”
This month's artists include

onstrated [this season]. We
have everything from the
South African vocal group

Black Mambazo
to jazz star Joshua Redman

to] the Broadway theatrical

emash Stomp," said Furshpan.

|

continued
from page 3

Students: the center helps
people with an array of services
disabilities

equal

is

to

and

access

“provide

reason-

able accommodation for individuals with disabilities to
participate in any program,
service, or opportunity by

the campus.”
viinclude
Disabilities
sual and hearing impairments, deafness, learning
problems,

mobility

limita-

tions and other physical or
psychological problems. In
order to be eligible for program participation you must
have written medical documentation of your disability.

Services of the resource

center

include

but

are

not

limited to, disability related
counseling

and

advising,

priosgy registration, extend-ed time for test taking, workshops, assistive computers,
taking,
note
interpreters,
disabled
and
transportation
parking spaces.
due
1998,
in
Starting
demand,
to overwhelming
Americans with Disabilities
Act desks began showing
Not evup in classrooms.
desks
the
in
eryone can fit

that are in most rooms.

desks
can
accommodate
larger people and others
such as pregnant women
with mobility limitations. The

resource center invites anyone experiencing difficulties
to come foreword and invite
change.
Use you right to
get the help you need.
Like most departments,

the

SDRC

is facing

some

difficulties due to budget
There will no longer
cuts.

be substantial

tutor-

1-on-1

ing available for students.
Instead, they will have to attend tutoring drop-ins.

If 1-on-1

tutoring

is still

desired, students will have
to pay $7.50 an hour for a
persona! tutor. In the past,
disabiliwithout
students
ties have been allowed to
take make-up exams in the
testing center. This service
will also be unavailable this

year.
“If

| could

change

one

FREE CHEC
TRULY

FREE

Tell your bank the jig is up. You’re done with fake

0 Fe 1 FAL 76 A TELLS
ek TELATEORE anuR

free checking’s monthly fees and you're ready for

Washington Mutual’s truly Free Checking account.
Truly free, with no monthly fee no matter what
your balance, no direct deposit requirement and no

charge to talk to a teller. Reject fakery. Go to

thing it would be attitudes,”

any Washington

“Not just
said McFarland.
the attitudes of disabled students, but everyone around
them.”

1-800-788-7000 and switch to truly Free Checking today.

Mutual

|

Financial Center or call

EE] Washington Mutua

ADA

3199

Welcome

Back

stuuents

>

September 15
|

Two
non-students
contacted by UPD in
quapin Hall. Both were
trespass warnings and

6:11 p.m.

The ow..er of the car re-

were
Chingiven
were

told they could not return to
campus for seven days.

4:02 p.m.
A portion of an art display
was
reported
stolen form

_ Karshner Lounge.

turned to the car. The person
was Cited for false registration

confiscated

and a false plate.

September 11

September 12
12:37 a.m.

UPD responded to a report
of four people causing a disturbance. One was cited for
two local warrants.

11:41 p.m.
1:41 a.m.
There was a complaint of
. bongo drums being played in
* Willow Hall. UPD found it quiet
- ON arrival.

A pipe was
and busted.

UPD handed out a drunk in
public and a trespass warning

2:48 a.m.
A

person was contacted
on top of Union hill and was
warned for camping/sleeping

on university grounds.
4:21 a.m.
There was a report of shots

a

6:23 a.m.

12:22 p.m.

being fired in the “vicinity” of
Tan Oak Hall. UPD was
able to locate the source.

un-

to an individual in Creekview

September 13
Sometime

“Graffiti” and a black marker were found on the southeast corner of library,

An
7:38 a.m.
A person was reported
to be suspicious in the residence hall lounge, but the
person was a residence hall
resident.

4:23 p.m.

|
'

Meet representatives
from HSU and
CSUs Chico, Hayward, Sacramento,
UC Davis, Mills, Claremont, Golden
Gate, Universit
of San
y Francisco
and more.
Complete list of schools available at
www.humboldt.edu/~ career

re

or Nelson Hall West, Room 130

(707) 826-3341

‘The plate was confiscated.

employee

found

the doors open at the individual's workplace. UPD responded but was unable to

determine

if an illegal entry

was made. Nothing appeared

to be missing.
10:13 p.m.

A person was arrested for

11:43 pom.
An officer witnessed an “incorrect” license plate on the
300 hundred block of Union St.

HSU

Allegedly, a group of 20
were “possibly” painting on
the Quad sidewalk, and using
a bullhorn without a permit.

“obstructing and resisting” a

UPD officer.

a

residence hail.
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» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line
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importance
of washing thier own dishes.
continued
from page 3

Gometakeatesk!
| (o.
(ane a0
« The temberieed
455 Union Street

Preschoolers Habana (left) and Kalus (right) team the

822-1909

:

1. | Osprey.

Children: taught cooking skills
sugar is limited, whole grains

act, with their big, question-

are served in place of refined and processed grains,
fats, salts, and additives are
limited and 1 percent milk is
served ,Orather than whole.
There are five classrooms,
each
with a _ credentialed

ing

SPELL it out?!

of the

chil-

vides. care for the children
of HSU staff, students and

Child
development
majors and non-majors work at
the Center (a total of 35 students), all with paid positions.

Street, between Union andB

The cooking is done in-house

Streets.

community members.
It is
open from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. and is located at 14th

by. the -studént kitchen’ staff,

* Do t really need to

One

dren wants to be a superhero
when she grows up, but does
not want to fly, “because people can't fly.”
The Children's Center pro-

: teacher.

We 6 Your Credit Union,

eyes.

which’ knows’ how to make
some’ tasty veggie - soup.
Meals are served three times
throughout the day. -

The:

preschoolers . even

Funding

Center

‘consists of grants from the
California Department of Education, the U.S. Department
of Education, HSU Associ-

wash their own dishes when
done eating. It was the cutest
thing, watching them inter-

leMSerteen

—
-

ated Students, CSU support,»
~—

fees, and tunraising

*

ao,

ent

SUSE

for the

~

Better rates! Better service! Better for you!
Cr

n, join

!

Proudly serving our local community for over 60 years.
ra

321 Wabash Avenue
Eureka,
CA 95501
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Peter Miguel Camejo and
District Attorney Paul Gallegos will be speaking at
UC Quad on “Pertinent Politics and Pulsating Music.”
The event will run from

Campus Marketplace
at HSU * The Depot « South¢ Jolly
Giant Cafeteria
° Giant’s Cupboard

11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., on

and

eee

Friday, Sept. 19.
Robbie Haggard and his

as

*

at the

a cota

Redwoods

ee AREATA, ed

Mighty 72 Key Casio will be
hosting the event.

HSU
Administrators
are
preparing a comprehensive

review of its Strategic Master Plan and Facilities Master Plan, and a fall series of
meetings that will promote the

ame

Wheels set in motion to
revamp campus’ master plan
must be an open activity
‘broad input.”
He also said an architectural company has been appointed.

HSU's campus is situated in 144 acres in the City of
Arcata and includes housing
for 1,350 students. Off-campus installations include a
marine laboratory in Trinidad,
a natural history museum and .
pape
cn Mr thcon yy ae

Pe

eee

—

are

District atten and Green
Party to speak Friday on quad

When you support
Pacific Paradise
you're supporting
the local music scene

“A Humboldt Trad
Humboldt County’ s kinde:

@ boat storage facility
reka.
~ compiled
by Luis Molina

teres: eee

Ay

SUITS

SWIMWEAR
a

SHIM

BOARDS

BOCGIE

BOARD

SURF BOARD RENTALS
~

er

STH & MYRTLE
443-6328
Open Daily

ee.

EUREKA

Dance
Demolition
The
Squad wilt be performing
during halftime at the football game in the Redwood
Bowl on Sept. 27. The group

BE THE SOLUTION! |
TRAFFIC CONGESTION AND °
SOARING FUEL PRICES ARE ON
EVERYONE'S AGENDA. IT’S TIME
FOR US TO TAKE A STAND AND
STOP CONTRIBUTING TO THE
PROBLEM.

DO YOUR PART, RIDE
THE BUS WHENEVER
POSSIBLE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 443.0826 OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.HTA.ORG

was founded in 2001 by Andrea Palacio and Aunjelique
Meraz, and has since grown
to 12 members. They performed during the pregame
show at the season opener
on Sept. 6. The dance squad
will begin auditioning for additional members next month.
LEFT: (Top Row left to right)
Aunjelique Meraz, Marchele
Robbins, Andrea Palacio, Joy
Broussard, Patrice Williams.
(Bottom Row) Marissa Bucknell, Nikki Rogers. ABOVE:
Joy Broussard keeps the energy level up. BOTTOM LEFT:
Andrea Palacio and Marchele

Robbins

show

Nikki Rogers

‘how to bust a move. BELOW:

Andrea Palacio:demonstrates
how to shake up the dance
floor.
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Students choose to borrow bicycles over searching for parking
Kaitlin Hope
In the last year, 400 Arcata residents have participated in the Library Bike Program, which lets
people check out bicycles as they would check
out books from a library.
“The goal is to integrate bicycles ‘in our lifestyle,” Bill Burton, the co-founder of the pro-

gram and a volunteer, said. “Bicycles help solve

©

parking problems, reduce air pollution, promote
health and save money.”

Using the Arcata Library Bike Program,

any

adult can pay a $20 deposit in exchange for a bicycle for six months. The user can return the bi-

cycle anytime and get their money back, or renew
the bicycle for more time.
The Library Bike Program is an adaptation of
an earlier program called The Community Bike
Program, which left bicycles around town for anyone to ride when they needed transportation.

The library system volunteers keep track of the
bicycles and the riders, as well as offering more
protection against lawsuits.

Photo
by Kaitlin Hope

—

The program's main operation is located in the

former Chevrolet auto dealership on 8th Street in
downtown Arcata. The bicycle users can make
repairs to their bicycles at this location along with
sharing related information.
“I come in at least once a week, if not more,”
Matt Weiner, an HSU elementary education fresh-

Volunteer Sam Tafoye, left, helps Chrie Lynch, HSU music senior, put a new seat on the bicycle he
y, to
checked out. Volunteers are available to repair bicycles that are rented out to the communit
encourage bicycling as an alternative mode of transportation.

that's in kind-of working order--it rolls and slows

down,” Brown said. “But after they've ridden that

man, said.

bike for a while, they may want a better bike.”
- Since all the bicycles are donations that have
been restored, bicycle shops expressed concern
over the safety of the library bicycles.
Latin American Studies sophomore Molly
Kitchen said her bicycle was not in perfect working order, but said she is responsible for her safety. She knows she can go back and have it fixed

Weiner does not have a car, but has been using his bicycle and a trailer he checked out from
the program as his mode of transportation.

This type of alternative transportation also at-

tracts HSU students who are fed up with parking
on campus.
According to an HSU parking inventory in
2002, HSU: has 994 general student parking
spaces and 150 meter spaces for over 7,000 stu-

anytime.

dents.
NNCaT
NNT THERE U nT
Although the program Creer EESTI
gives out cheap bicycles “Bicycles help solve parking
and offers free repairs to problems, reduce air pollution,
anyone, bicycle shops in
money."
Arcata do not feel threat- promote health and save
ened.
Bill Burton
"it's basically getting
that
of the Library Bike Program
people on bicycles
Co-founder
wouldn't

necessarily

be

on one,” Justin Brown,
co-owner of Revolution Bicycle Repair, said.
“They don't want to spend $230 on a bike, and
then they learn to love riding, and then think, ‘Oh,

maybe $230 isn't that bad.”

Bicycle shops also provide upgrades that the
Library Bike Program can't offer.

“Basically, someone gets a bike from them

sere

EY

getting a bike
was to get me
around,”

she

said.
“It does
that perfectly.”
Burton
and
other
Bike

Library
volunteers

said
the
first
step toward a bipeople acgetting
cycle-oriented community is
cess to bicycles.
The Library Bike Program promotes a bicycle
infrastructure in Arcata.
“This is all part of what we need to get away
from a car culture and into a culture that has di-

Bicycle infrastructure philosophy, which is encouraged by the program, includes bicycle lanes, .
secure bicycle parking and places where people

can repair their bicycles and interact with other
bicycle users. In this spirit, people can check out
bicycles from several stations around Arcata.
“It's very community-oriented, and outreach-

oriented,” Adam Jamin said. Jamin has volun-

teered in the program for two and a half years.
The program is run by 15 core volunteers. Volunteer work helps make the Library Bike Program

one of a handful of functioning bicycle lending
programs in the country.
Funding for the program has come from different sources, including a grant from the North
Coast Unified Air Quality Management District-this money was collected from vehicle license
fees. The city of Arcata has also given funds in the past.

Like other programs, it has had ups and
downs. For example, some users have had difficulty communicating with the shop.
Program volunteers remain positive, and hope
that this program can be a model for other cities .
around the world.
“We will keep it running no matter what, one
way or another,” Burton said. “We don't want to
get rid of the bike infrastructure in this town.”

verse transportation methods,” Burton said.
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Book, A Community Handbook and Resource

Guide, “Blue collar and service workers may

Photo
by Qiane Batey
use the drug to work extra shifts, while young
e
women often begin using methamphetamin
ees
pee
__ to lose weight.”
‘Bernard,-ieing
s
and students
The book also said, “Athlete
the ee respect for himeelf or for thoee who
of
because
sometimes begin using meth

SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID AND RECEIVE 10% OFF

were trying to help him.
performentalusers
physical. andOthe
intial heightened
methdrug produces

mance the
amphetamine recreationally to
at ‘rave’ parties or other social
Bass got to a point when he
he had a serious problem with
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infarction), brain damage and stroke, and it in-

duces extreme, acute psychiatric and psychological symptoms that may lead to suicide or
g
to the institute.
murder,” accordin
Dr. Ann Lindsay, Health Officer of Humboldt
County, said, “The greatest chronic health impacts from meth use are that it makes people
old fast. It causes heart and dental disease.
The acute impacts are antisocial and aggressive behavior.”
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his four years of working at HSU, he has nev-

er had a student come to him regarding use of
ines.
t'S hard to respect other people Who @re just ©
0
a Spring 2002 HSU campus
in
,
However
trying to help. you, so people that | loved and
survey, 81 percent of students reported having
that loved me, | disrespected. beipediartov
never tried amphetamines. Methamphetamine
is a type of amphetamine.
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However, the craving
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the brain. For this reason, relapse is common.
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system, which, allows people to feel content.
According to the Koch Crime Institute, “After taking it for a long time, the drug literally
changes the brain in fundamental and long"iby
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satisfied with life due to permanent changes
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to 414 in 1997.
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© The 414 admission in

: 1997 made up 300 percent of
the statewide rate.
e in 1996, 1997
and 1998,

100 people per year were ad-

}
;

mitted to hospitals for amphetamine
related problems.
in 1986, 14 percent
e

Of the deaths in the county

* due to alcohol or other drugs

to meth.
were related
.
]

©

Atleast
four cases of fetal and infant deaths between

. 1998 and 2000

tested posi-

- tive for methamphetamine.

@ Meth accounts for 95
_
drug”
, percent of “dangerous
arrests.

_

\

@ Meth made up 75 to 96

of the drugs seized
percent

by the Drug Task Force (ex-

cluding marijuana) between
1997
and 2000.

' Humboldt treatment centers:
e Humboldt Community
Switchboard: 441-1001
e Adult Drug Court: 4457788

© ADCS Detox Program:

445-3869
e ADCS

Residential Pro-

gram: 446-1391

@ AVATAR:

725-1166 Ext.
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"Why wait until —
you are out of
school to make a
difference?”
Laura Julian, HSU Botany senior

local

briefs

Arcata undergoing
some changes

in
Attempted rape
Arcata home P

The Times-Standard reported on Thursday that the Arcata City Council recently approved a plan to revamp downtown Arcata.
The plan calls for 8th and 9th Streets to

A 22-year-old Arcata woman was reportedly the victim of an attempted rape in her
home on Aug. 2.
The victim claimed to have picked up a
hitchhiker in Eureka, who she dropped off
near her home where he then assaulted her.
The Eureka Police Department arrested
suspect Donald Swain, 43, a transient from
Eureka, on Monday with charges of sexual
assault.

traffic, ex-

have longer sections of one-way

g
tenupdin
to F Street.
it will also create “people pads” on 10th

e lk will be extended
the sidewa
Street, wher

‘and-more bicycle racks, street lamps and

™

| trees will be placed.

~ Bike lanes will aleo be added on both

s t.
of F Stree
side

North Country Fair

However, in making these additions, the

han we

peta

e

Authentic tapas sad daily speciats from around the gleke. Lunch and

Fri 9/19.6:50 Shochanne

— Sun 9/21 6:30 Latin Pop.

celebrates 30 years

that 19 parking spaces will
city staff predicts
be lost. But they do hope to add a few coin-.
operated outlets for electric vehicles.

Arcata rece
to restore :

Pe

+4
ny
eeecence
&
ey AT

‘The 30th Annual North Country Fair and

“. ‘ptarvest Celebration will be taking place this
weekend in the Arcata Plaza.

music

wee recently awarded
The city of Arcata
@ grant from the National Fish and Wildlife

| Foundation to-go toward stream restoration.
| ‘The $14,500 grant will be used to improve fish habitat and flood storage on Jane's
| Creek

The project will be conducted by volun-

Se

teers from several local groups, including the
Arcata High Eco-Club.
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you're doing can
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, farther,
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yar free

use 10% of

pean

uplifting.

Reaaed your

books, classes and discussions.

Breakfast devoted to
discussing health.
~*.
The Humboldt Healing Connection.

will be

holding their monthly breakfast on Thursday

at the Golden Harvest in Arcata eb ‘healinterested in
and individuals
ing practicioners

gaining knowledge about health options.

The breakfast will feature a presentation by
Kiernan Powers, who will discuss “Live Blood

Analysis,” which she said can help people
further understand their body's need for nu-

The meal costs between $4 and $10. For
information call 822-6449.

| 44 ' THE LUMBERJACK | WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 42,2000 | MEROEMEDWORG:

- the festival will feature 200 craft, food and

booths along with three stages for en-

tertainment, which will be ongoing throughout

The fei will be taking place between 10
‘am. end 6 p.m. on both Saturday and SunFor further information call 822-5320.

Humboidt battles
adult illiteracy
The Times-Standard report ed on Monday
that it is believed that 40 million adults nationwide are functionally illiterate, meaning below
the fifth grade reading level.
The Humboldt Literacy Project , a non-profit organization, has been focusing on helping

iMiterate adults in Humboldt County.

They believe that 15,000 adults are func-

tionally illiterate, while 23,000 are thought to

be between fifth and eighth grade reading
levels.
September is considered literacy month.

For more information about the project call
445-3655.

.

ver 11 percent of HSU students have considered committing suicide,
and
1.6
percent have attempted to kill themselves, according to a campus survey conducted in the spring semes-

4%
3%
2%

ter.

The National College Health Assessment was conducted in Feb-

1%

ruary

and

March

of 2003

by

the

Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention Committee.
The assess-

0%

ment

1,101

surveyed

students

in

53 classes that were randomly selected, according to Bryce Kyburz,

HSU's Healtf! Educator and Chair of
the committee.

1.2% —4.1%

Suicide is the second leading
cause of death for college-age students, Ken Dutro, a staff psychologist at Counseling and Psychological
Services said. He said accidents are
the leading cause of death.

How many college students have
attempted suicide?

“About 11 percent of students who

come to see us have some level of

# of Times “attempting suicide”

Graphic
by Carta Esparza

suicidal thinking,” Dutro said.
He said the suicide rate for people
in college is generally lower than that

Data from Spring 2003 National College Health Assessment, conducted at HSU by the
Alcohol and Other Drug Prevention Committee.

*

two years, according to the University Police

jin Humboldt County are low
he chances of contracting West
Nile Virus in Humboldt County are

extremely slight, due to the local

biology, the coo! climate and the Coun-

ty’s response pian, a County Department of Health official said.
Brent Whitener, Vector Control Officer for the Humboldt County Department of Health and Human Services,
Division of Environmental Health, wrote
the West Nile Virus Monitoring and Response Plan.
“West Nile Virus is a mosquito-borne

disease,” Whitener said. “It relies on

and bird transmission in or-

y . A certain mosifcycle
ns der to amplits
»

Lnbeaeais “ee
2001

son for the county's high rate of suicide. He said there are other rural counties in the state with worse
weather, poorer economic conditions
and more access to firearms that
have a relatively smaller suicide rate

than Humboldt County.
“We're

way

up there for an

and

tal science senior, said the gloomy

weather might cause a higher suicide rate.

“There

is some

isolation

here,”

Leblanc said, “if you're not a very
grounded person and need your
family.”

Lisa McDonnell,

a kinesiology junior, said

she thinks
ae.
sean
cide rate

might

gand
gist
at Counselin
Psycholo
spokesper-

of

school.

That

Paychological Services kind

attempt reported

~

a
Ken Dutro

2002,

un-

known reason,” Jager said.
Orion Leblanc, an environmen-

sures

in

but there was an

of

thing [suithe downon
cide] is usually kept

hard to tell
said. “It'sell
low,” McDonn
ia,
State Universison for the Californ

“No humans, no horses, just birds} day.

Mie, ve page7
Woot (

Jager said there is no known rea-

ee sy. Suicidal thinking.”

era

ty, said there were no suicides in the
CSU system in 2001, and there were
2002. She said there
in es
two suicid
HSU treatmp
was one suicide atte
quito is implicated far more than oth- ported in 2001, and in 2002 there
ers; it's called a Culex. We have it, but were none, which differs from the
there
saidlow
it's in very small numbers. It's proba- UPD report. Potes-Fel
CSU
the
in
pts
bly about 5 percent of the background were 27 suicide attem
n in Humboidt system in 2001 and 24 attempts in
tioes
of mosquito
popula
County. The other 95 percent are mos- 2002.
dt y
Suicide rates in HumboiCount
quitoes that can bite you and ruin your
picnic, but they don't have the abilityto are above the state average, Frank
Jager, the county coroner, said.
mak
you e
sick.”
Jager said in 2002 there were 28
The first inroads into California were
county. In 2000 and
the es
inid
over the last three weeks in the Imperial suic
the Cu- 2001 there were 24 and 27, respecwhere es
and Riverside Counti
tsof tively. Jager said there have been 22
80 percent
lex mosquito represen
suicides this year, as of last Wednesg
to Whitener.
all mosquitoes, accordin
,SssS

dents.

see us have some level of

each year.
Clara Potes-Fellow,

(Chances of West Nile Virus

is sometimes underrepresented because many are reported as acci-

Altizer,
ee “ About 11 percent of
aainain
élLaurie
ordinator for the students who come to

cides at HSU

at HSU in the last
' ‘There have been two reported suicide attemptsDepart
ment.

{By Ana O. Starr Warrer

of the same-age peers who are not in
college.

size and .
ldt
County's]
for our [Humbo
15 [suibe at n,
tio
we should
popula
cides] per year,” Jager said.
He said the highest number of —
suicides in the county was in 1990,
when there were 37.
Dutro said the number of suicides

“If you look at the statewide
stats,
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By Kira Rubenthaler science Eorror

to, be
He dose, you would be foolish notnly
you should not believe in Him. Butito Reality.
Anewer: Part One: lt God doseiife notwith exe,
rather,
battle,
a
tai
There is cer
a frame of reference that corresponds

—

cause you would not be living your

inment industries, books,
2 full-ecale war, against God, partioularty in secular universities, but also in the media and enterta
politics or @cocourthouses acroes America. The bottom line issue in America’s Cultural War is not about

music, and in the

e
in God?
this: Shall We Believ
whiisch

and
“1 had motives for not wanting the world to have a meaning; consequently | assumed that it had none,
.
ignorance
without any difficulty to find satisfying reasons for this assumption. Most ignorance is vincible
use
know because we don't want to know. It is our will that decides how and upon what subjects we shall
Those who detect no meaning in the world generally do 80 because for one reason or another, it

was able
We don't
our intelsuits their

ing center is available,” Dutro
said.
Dutro said the counseling
center has worked hard to
stay accessible

“For myself, as, no doubt, for most of my contemporaries, the philosophy of meaninglessness was essentially an

instrument of liberation. The liberation we desired was simultaneously liberation from a certain political and economic

system and liberation from a certain system of morality. We objected to the morality because it interfered with our
sexual freedom; we objected to the political and economic system because it was unjust” (p.223, italics mine).

themselves opting for ant
Huxdey’s admission should be embarrassing to those academicians and students today whoownfindsexual
and political biases. So

thelet and amoral philosophies, not because the evidence calls for it, but because of their
al
and moral integrity.
much for intellectu
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to students

despite cutbacks in services

Later in the same book Huxley is more specific in revealing the reasons behind his antitheist and amoral bias.

eee

De

pain that they don't think life

is worth living, the counsel-

books that the world should be meaningless.” (p. 270, italics mine).

De

—_
yy

correctness, and woe to the
ists. The bias against God is enormous. Antitheism is one of the most central facets of political
ambitious professor or student that does not bow the knee and pay homage.
God? Antitheist bias is certainly not required by the eviWhat is behind this aggressive antitheism? Why such a war against
Brave New World, has the best
dence. So what gives? Perhaps the antitheist writer Aldous Huxley (1894-1963), author of
anewer. in his book Ends and Means, he writes:

=
‘Ty

fairs, giving hints that life
isn't worth living, saying last
goodbyes and depression.
“Though not all who commit suicide are depressed,”
Reynolds said.
Reynolds said if someone
is suicidal, he or she generally needs professional help.
“For anyone who is such

QOonwVTF2285

secondary schools and universities today is the
Underlying the natural, social, and political sclences being taught in our public
s the natural world to discover and cooperunproven assumption that there is no God. The scientific methodology examine
inherent in the methods of science that
ate with ite laws, hopefully for the improvement of iife on the earth. There is nothing
believe in God) and antitheists can and do
requires an antitheist (against God) philosophical bias. Both theists (those who
ing the universe, the antitheist does not.
use the same methodology. The theist sees the hand of God in creating and sustain
without evidence that there is no God. The
Fine. But what le not fine is the biesed philosophy of naturaliem that presupposes
more convincing that the antitheist Dar.
evidence for intelligent Design, and thus an intelligent Designer, is overwhelming, far
of intelligent Design get a fair hearing?
winian philosophy taught as fact in our university classrooms. And yet, will the Theory
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in Humboldt County 95 percent of the mosquitoes can’t make you sick, and the other five
percent are Culex mosquitoes, which can carry West Nile Virus, a County Health official said.

West Nile: birds and mosquitoes can transmit virus
Continued
from page 15

and ‘squiters’ at this point,
but that means it's here,”
Whitener said.
“It’s almost
a sure thing that it's going to

migrate up the Central Val-

can cause a condition called - To report recent or numerous

encephalitis, an inflammation
of the brain that can poten-

tially be fatal, according. to
www.westnile.ca.gov.

The
virus
cannot
be
passed from person to perfashion.”
son.
Birds and mosquitoes
Whitener said West Nile
Virus is new to the United - pass the virus back and forth,
Whitener said.
States. He said the disease
“We are on the Pacific flywas isolated in Uganda in the
1930s and was in Europe, the way, naturally attractive to
birds, so we can be assured
Mid East and Africa before
ley, and do it in pretty strong

coming to the United States.
“It was discovered in New

York,. August

1999,"

Whit-

ener said. “A number of
crows started dying around
the Bronx Zoo, and then six
weeks later human cases

started popping up. The most

at this point is

valid theory

that migratory waterfowl like
geese managed to carry the
There
transoceanic.
virus

were

62

cases

and

nine

then that some of the birds

that migrate through here
will eventually carry the virus

through the area,” he said.

it went.

Whitener said. “It spread all
the way to the Rocky Moun-

tains. We saw over 4000 cas-

object

holding

standing

water is a potential mosquito
breeding spot.
If you see a bucket with
standing water in it, kick it

over to prevent a mosquito
breeding spot.
vent exposure,

and

To help preavoid local

forests

dur-

The county also advises reporting large mosquito concentrations or poten-

posure.
The virus affects birds very
quickly,

so

substantial

evi-

nuts!”

2002,

ed

antibodies revealing prior ex-

their blood can be tested for

here, we have no virus here.

“In

grams to address concerns
and to promote prevention,
which
involves
reducing
breeding areas. Any neglect-

wetlands

virus traveled down the East

Coast to the Gulf Codst.

Dead Bird Hotline at 1-877WNV-BIRD.
The County also uses pro-

Whitener uses chickens as
sentinels, or red flag birds,
because they do not come
down with the disease, but

dence of recent bird deaths
is a key indicator of possible
exposure.

deaths in New York in 1999."
Whitener said in 2000 the

bird deaths, call the West Nile

“Although

the

Culex

is

There are no infected birds
here,” Whitener said. “We
have no history of mosquito-

borne disease in Humboidt

ing dusk and dawn,

protect

arms and legs with clothing
and

use

repellants

contain-

ing DEET.

tial breeding sites. To report
West Nile Virus information
call 445-6215 or 1-800-9639241.
if the virus did arrive in
Humboldt County, the County
would implement a speciesspecific larvacide tagged

with bacteria that kills only

and black fly larmosquitoes

es with about 280 deaths.
Last year Colorado saw 13
human cases. This year there
were 1,071.”
‘ One in 150 people bitten
will need hospitalization; 20
percent will acquire a lowgrade fever, feel lethargic,
and recover within five or six
days, Whitener said

County. We have some of the ' va.
“if the virus spreads to
players but not all of the playneighboring counties and to
ers. The potential is there, but
people, then ‘the big guns’
it is very slight.”
While the virus has not come out,” Whitener said.
“Then the Board of Supervibeen detected in Humboidt
County, the responee plan is sors must order the spraying
of Resmethryn, a synthetic
in place. Whitener conducts
anmosquito field surveillance for form of a garlic and chrys

even see an effect from it,” he

n.
in check
populatio

“The other 80 percent don't

the county to keep the Culex

themum mix, to eliminate the

.
said.
s t
orrepor
Local doctmust
which
virus,
any cases of the

Other measures used by
the county include testing
wild dead birds for the virus.

tect humans from exposure to }
the yirus. This ts only done as
a final measure.”
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Gir hesitant
to approach

clas

By Melinda Myers Reautar COLUMNIST
'

@e thad a quick question,

whether it regards to sex, |
don?t know. | am a female
and have recently
found myself attracted
to a girl in one
ofmy classes. | have had
these feelings
before but. never what they are now. | guess
what | am trying to get at is
that | am attracted
to this girl,
and | don’t know if she even
knows
| exist. | think that she
is gay, but | am not one hun- don't lead her into believing
ared percent sure about this.
it's something else. If you're
So my question to you is: just curious, say so.
If you
How do | go about talking don't think you can be open
to her, or even asking
her if on campus and in the comshe is involved
with anybody munity about your affections,
else? (She is the first girl | it's important she know that,
have had feelings for that are too. The thing about that
. Just overwhelming.) | feel like
closet door is that once it's
4 little girl with her first crush.
open, it's permanent. If she’s
/ don't have the guts to talk to
her. Please help me out.

out,

and

you're
not,
it

will
A:
It's
possible
that the object of your

problematic.
It
would

affection is gay,

also

and it's possible
that she isn't. In
either case, getting
to know her isn't really
much different than if you
had a crush on a boy. You
could ask her to study with
you for an exam, strike up a
conversation with her about

something

| LIFE CYCLE .cecc

1583 GST. - ARCATA - 822-7755

up,

or ask

the
her

be

class

brings

if she'd

like

be

disrespectful of you to
use this young

woman
to sort
out your own feelings. You have some inward
thinking to do before you do
anything with her, or anyone

else.
There are great benefits to freely and openly loving whomever you want. Depending on your family, living
situation, etc., there are some
.things that could change for
you (both positively and negatively) when you express
your attraction. Think about
it. Consider all of the ramifications. Personally, | think

to have tea/coffee/lunch with
you. Tea is the stereotypical
lesbian first date. The way
it works (of course, I'm older
than you, but it still applies),
is that you ask someone to
tea. Then, if it turns out she’s
straight, you just had tea with
a friend. If she's queer, and
she's interested, she'll let you ‘loving honestly is worth it.
know.
Love is grand, regardiess of
Find out if you share the the gender or sex of the peo-
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symposium examines
for creature’s existence |

evidence

By Erin Miyabara Starr Warer
bout 220 scientists, re- _a serious look at the evidence

searchers
and enjhyetyaemtb

asts flocked to’ Willey

Creek for the |
tieria
Bigfoot Symposiurg lastwum
end to discuss thé

that the creature

Spprimates on earth,”
_-aimpam
de,

probaly

were afraid of him. The picto‘graph
on Painted Rock
on the

ree

in natural history,”

aa

» Tule River Indian Reservation
aid
of
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. shows Hairy
Man with lines °
Vase. < %eoming out
of his
,
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“W’ Flowers

for Special Moments

Me
Me
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Ming tears. This painting is ;

hia described _similari«”. ne@nly known Bigfoot pictoak
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fhe

saidy Or.'. a.

the

descriptions’

Ori

"Sasquatch :.from over

‘hund

of ' count

Jeffrey Meldrum, profes

i

mn
Jaulemead.

the §

ture’s existence.

+

‘started to cry because people

gdsta,”

dence regarding

anatomy
and

One story says that after
creating humans, Hairy Man

current devel-

preset

“(Bigfoot
is]
the most intrigu

thousand years oid.

Aree. “And in my opin-

People gathefé¢
states, Canada, Russie
gium and Great
' Britaf
hear experts

|
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Yokuts tribe. She estimates the story could be almost six

ans are not the only

oyguaness

and

af

a

i

California.

§ Ri¢Mard Noll, Bigfoot Field

i

i
www.countrylivingflorist.com

Researghe

ac-

1-800-827-8960 - 822-8967 - 1309 H St.- ARCATA

anthropoigg@y at

Idaho State University. 44’

‘meanc

_-

Thomas Steenburg,

t to be around

7 feet, 6 inches.
“if | had any doubt,
done gone,” he said.
Chester
His son

producer: ag
< This was Bayanov's first Channel's
Discovery.
the
of

tory filmmaker

it's

Moore

Jr., field researcher and author of “Bigfoot South,” said
he doesn’t believe in Bigfoot
creatures because he knows
they exist. He uses the term

“Bigfoot creatures” because

the word Bigfoot implies that
there is just one creature.

The symposium began Friday with a keynote address
from John Green, author, journaltst and Bigfoot investigator

Meets
“Sasquatch: L
d:
describe
Science” program,
the process he used to examine the famous 1967 Patterson-Gimiin film of a female
Bigfoot. He pointed out the
unusual gait particular to Patty--the name given to the Bigfoot--and the supposed hernia visible on her right thigh.
The

day

second

contin-

ued with Sonora-based forest

archaeologist

\ to America, one which
carmhe as the “fulfillment of a
prophecy.” Years ago at a

~u

Eureka
268-8084

McKinleyville

party, he drew a wish, some-

what akin to a Chinese fortune cookie, that said: “You'll
get to America during a pro. letariat revolution.”

After

re-

flecting on that statement, he

|aos

realized that those who came

to.the symposium
are the pro-

|

letariats.of
the: scientific com-

[iA
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tae
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waa

for the Stan-

islaus National Forest, Kathy
he

“Hairy

described
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Moskowitz,
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lution.”
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At the Arcata Community Center
321 Community Park Way (near Health Sport) in Arcata

- + Sole Us For This Once-A-Year Shopping EXT RAVAGANZA - —
“Find great gifts for you, your family and friends at bargain prices;
“Studio Seconds, Production Overruns and Discontinued Jewelry.

Earrings « Necklaces « Anklets « Bracelets
Also available: A wide assortment of jewelry making supplies,
unusual beads from around the world, stones, chain and accessories.
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and bands.
with booze, broads, boys
Mazzotti’s in Arcata overflows

zotti’s...only with a lot more guys.
The line wrapped arodnd the

block. The legroom

didn't increase

inside either. Mazzotti’s has a capac-

ity of 375 people and that capacity
was definitely filled.
“There were still about two-hundred people outside when we started turning people away,” said Jason

Hodges, co-owner of the restaurant.
It was one of those shows where

you leave smelling like a dozen peo-

ple you've never met.
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Inset:

chez as he was keeping an eye on
the goings-on around the plaza. | expressed my curiosity as to all the su-

pervision and learned that Sanchez
was the only actual officer present.
All the other shiny bronze stars be-

longed to American Star ‘Security
Guards. Mazzotti’s had hired them

Angela Brawn, lead singer of the Cutters

guitar and bass covers of Beatles
and Pink Floyd, among others. They
would have had a drummer but he
had broken his leg and couldn't work

to make sure no one got too rowdy.

ers. After all, they weren't playing on
someone's front porch or an open

So just in case you were wondering,

mic night. There should be a rule that

the crowd wasn't being preemptively
controlled, just baby-sat. -

a band can't play cover songs at a
live performance until they're Johnny

The show
was 21 and over
so the
‘two bartenders on staff had to grow

Cash, rest his soul. After about 6 or 8
songs (/ wasn't there for all of them) it
was time for The Cutters.
. When The Cutters got on stage

an extra set of hands and a deposit
slot on the back of their heads justto

the boogying' began.

Here's a tip;

were all the Badges patrolling 8th St.
With the exception of the occasional

I'd never seen so many uniforms on

you couldn't scratch your ass without

car wreck ‘or drug transaction bust,

bran

into A.P.D. Officer J. San-

the dancing, literally. The thought
crossed my mind that | might be the
first reporter on the scene of one of
those club collapses.

the pedals.
The Union Hobos were pretty
good but they played too many cov-

if you like your toes where they are,
- don't wear sandals to a Cutters show.
Folks were bouncing and dancing all
over the place despite the fact that

Another thing that blew my mind

~

1k

Yoo*

‘a

Ever seen the line to the ladies
room at The Lilith Fair? Well, that's
what it was like trying to get into The
Cutters show last Friday night at Maz-

;

*®

:

cp each
eZ

-

elbowing
some woman in the chest.

The floor was shaking from ail
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The Cutters: Two slices of si

switchblade

‘Continued from page 23

Le

for.. ‘That's

In their three years together, The Cutters have played

the Gods

truth, "

‘Brown said.
You can decide for your_ as far south as Santa. Cruz
“self
whether the Beatles ever
and as far north as Taco:

—ma, Washington..: » They've: = played a gig at E&O Bow! in
opened: for Dick. Dale, Dee Blue Lake.

“We're not quittin’ our day
Special Sauce, and yes. The - jobs anytime soon,” said

‘Dee Ramone,

G-Love and -

~ Brown.

Beal
Ei

here was a group called
The‘een that: we+ ORES:

As far-as the future goes,

The

Cutters

have

tour plans.

They joke about |

playing Japan or Europe but
that it wouldn't

really

be

a

tour.
“It'd be like we all took
a vacation and just played
while we were there.”
More local shows are soon

to come so keep your eyes
_on the fliers.

no huge

Thirty years of fair fun
North County Fair returns to Arcata
. by Erin Miyabara
STAFF WRITER
Around
the.
country,
‘the end of summer is sig-

naled by a chill in the air,
the start of a new semester
and, around these parts, the

North Country Fair.
Back for its 30th anniversary, the fair will take over

the

Arcata

Plaza

from

10

with booths selling beer and
margaritas for those of age.
Two special events exclusive to the North Country
Fair are its parades. On Saturday at 1 p.m., Samba Al-

dance around the plaza with
Steel on Wheels, a spin-off of
the Kinetic Sculpture Race.
There will also be a multitude of musical acts performing on two stages on

legria presents

both days. On Saturday,

the Samba

Parade, a festive display of
bodily gyration and upbeat

‘ , am. to6p.m., this Saturday
dancing. At 1 p.m., on Sun‘ and Sunday.
day, the All Species Parade
The fair has become an
starts.
“Everyone is invited to
_ event to look forward to, and participate
in this parade,”
‘is a celebration of harvest

‘time. Over 150 food, craft
. and. information booths will
be featured at the fair, along

order
lems,

to avoid traffic probthe Farmer's Market

will take

ly for all of the dog-lovers out

said Robin Pagliuco, a coordinator of the fair. She said
people get dressed up and

the fair, call 822-5320.
Hi
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there, sorry, but there will be
no dogs allowed at the fair.
For more information about

,

; Pe aan

place on

across from the Co-op, from
8 a.m. to 1.p.m. Unfortunate-
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by Daniel Mendez
STAFF WRITER
Every bride’s dream is to
have that perfect wedding

One of the funniest characters in the production is
Kandall Kingsley, played by

Bonnie Mesinger. Mesinger

does a wonderful job of por-

things run smoothly.
And then there are those
weddings
possible.

that are just im-

Beth Henley's play “Imtells
Marriage”
possible
the funny tale of the quirky,
wealthy and southern Kingsley family in the final days
before a crazy wedding.
Pandora Kingsley (played

by recent HSU graduate Kay

Suzanne Akervik) is the en-

self-centered
thusiastic,
bride-to-be. She is due to
marry Edvard Lunt (Randy

Wayne), a worldly artist who
is twice her age and an intel-

lectual.
The wedding is hardly orthodox as it faces ridicule
and obstacles in the form of
Pandora's straight forward
and pregnant sister Floral
Whitman (Christina Jioras),
as well as the groom's an-

gered
Sidney
The
a well

and estranged son
(Edward Olsen).
play takes place in
designed Savannah

garden, complete with a run-

ning fountain and gazebo,
as well as cobblestone pathways winding throughout the
attractive set.
Flowers, animal statuettes
and a noisy wind chime
bring to life the atmosphere
of a lush garden in mid-May.

traying Kandall - the mother
of the bride. She embodies
the role of a loving, motherly
figure while at the same time
delivering honest and often

snide commentary throughout the play.

Mesinger has a good
sense of comedic timing,
and brings an authentic and

CT

classic style of acting to the

stage.
All of the actors did a superb job of taking the audience out of the North Coast
and

into the garden

of the

Georgia mansion through
the delivery of convincing

ladysmit

black mambazo
, >
7

southern drawis.
“it was hard in the begin-

ning,” said actress Akervik.

“We were given southern
accent tapes...after a while
you just pick up on it and
do it.”

With such natural sound-

eal

sun, oct 19

>

sd

we

Ue

b

an evening

Fe

of celtic music

rn:

« caperca
with

illie

ing accents, the play successfully provided some of

the subtle and natural banter of the South.

The costumes also captured the aura of a wealthy

southern area while it simul-

taneously provided individuality to each character's per-

sona.
The lighting of the play
was also well executed. The
differing shades of evening,

night and day were apparent throughout the play.

. Emotions were also nicely
by the colors and
HSU alumnus GregoryP. accented
contrasts of the changing
Lawrence is the director of
ight schemes.
the play. He guides his cas
of talented actors throughout the twisting, dark and
humorous production with
much

success.

roles,

dressed

m to
rs
see
All of the acto
their
in
be having a lot of fun
in southern

attire and delivering witty
dialogue providing chuckforsall.
le
Robov
hts
“tg Chekmee
”st,mem
ad mcas
in Willisai
ber Jioras. “It's really fun-

ny, there's sex, drinking on

happiness
mishaps. “Impossible Marriage” seems to do both, all
before the vows are even exchanged.
Marriage"
- “impossible
Frid,ay
ay
sd
ur
runs every Th
and Saturday evening at 8

p.m. through Sept. 27 at the
Redwood Curtain in Eureka.

stage and a lot of laughs.”
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In this third and final inRodritrilogy,

“Once Upon A Time in Mexico”

is not

the

grand

%

ae

toa

stallment of Robert
guez’s El Mariachi

ti

I:

SA

ia

ie.

clo-

sure that fans had expected
it to be. It exists as a real-

ly good effort at creating a
sharp looking neo-Western,
considering that Rodriguez
practically did all of the work
by himself.
It becomes obvious after the first 20 minutes that

the film is flawed. It’s not that
there is an overabundance of
flaws, but just one huge flaw
that creates the illusion that
the entire film is horrible. It is
the plot. in fact, there is no
plot executed in the film at

all. The entire film is a convo-

luted plot setup that never really pans out into a cohesive,
linear story.
supposedly
story
The
follows “El,” (Antonio Banderas) the guitar-strumming,

den Mexico.
Depp delivers a crowdpleasing performance as always and delivers some truly
great lines in a film chock-full
of really horrible dialogue.
One very memorable line
occurrs when
Depp
performs a body cavity search

on aman. He puts his gloved
finger into the man’s orifice
in search of a hidden document. When he pulls his fin-

ger out, he inspects it and replies with the snide, “You're
about a quart low.” Classic.

The rest of the cast consists of many talented actors, yet the film's poorly executed story doesn't allow

them to shine.
It was

disappointing

to

The fact is | really have
never seen a film that looked
or sounded this good in a

theatre before. Rodriguez
didn’t only write, direct and
produce the film, but he was
also the cinematographer,
editor and scorer.
He did a more-than-extraordinary job at making the
- movie look and sound crisp

with digital technology.
uses

dramatic

He

sweeping

of gun fire.

low mariachi gunman.

(Johnny Depp) and his cor|
unapologetic ways at

movie for the simple fact that
it avoids the traditional use of
celluloid film.

to waste. Even more disappointing was the fact that Enrique Inglesias probably had

drug kingpin in order to prevent a coup against the MexThis is not, however, what
the film centralizes on. The
real focus of the film seems
to have accidentally shifted to the CIA agent Sands

tirely in digital video. Some
film purists have rejected this

shots that are layered on top
of dynamic soundscapes of

more lines than all of them
put together, as he was cast
along side as Banderas’ fel-

ican president.

the bullets in this film.
This movie was filmed en-

see the talents of Mickey
Rourke, Willam Dafoe, Salma
Hayek and Eva Mendes go

gun-toting mariachi as he
finds himself hired by a CIA
agent to execute a Mexican

other films come across as
an artistic dance between
the camera, the actors and

Positive

elements

of the

film include some beautiful action sequences. Ro-

driguez really knows how to
move the camera into the

perfect positions for captur-

ing the poetic qualities of a
choreographed action
well
. Scenes that may be
overly violent in

mariachi

music

and

bursts

it’s a really good cinemat-

ic package
been

that has never

achieved

with

such

digital technology before. It
is a travesty that this film's
convoluted

story

can

put

such a damper on some truly
innovative filmmaking.

Robert Rodriguez didn't
quite-fail as a filmmaker with
this film. He just has to re-

alize that mariachis play in
groups of three for a reason

- to spread

4 DAY.
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Tomb Raider:
+. The Angel of Darkness

=

~ Playstation 2
+:

t.

|

When the first “Tomb Raider’ game hit

stores in November of 1996 (for Playstation
One), it revolutionized the gaming industry.
«.,
It, however, did have flaws. But the flaws

-_, it had didn’t cause much controversy among

*” gamers. Over years of developer Core De-

___” 8ign’s failure to learn from the mistakes, many

. y CEP

” created six “Tomb Raider” titles, the most re-

0

yee Gu

ri

gamers
interest quickly faded from the “Tomb
- Raider” franchise.
That didn't stop Core Design. In fact they

‘¢’

It'd: seem obvious since the Playstation
2 is

;, such a powerful machine that the next Tomb
» Raider game would be a lot better and all

a
*<'

would be long forgotten. Right? | wish.

--

“Tomb Raider: The Angel of Darkness” will
definitely frustrate gamers to no end. What
the story further.

“.

Before Lara Croft can jump from one

'- sprawling ledge to the next, it will usually in-

Jin

iTHE

neat

ee:

oe

a

.__.~.

~

i

METRO

ee

a

oe

—

volve adjusting the camera angle, position-

. ing her feet with a gentle touch of the ana-

_ . og stick in the desired direction you want
ee

lie ahead, which require a lot of concentration

to pass through each level.

the problems the series suffered in the past

__. should be easy requires patience to progress

ns

From one location to the next, challenges

Te

'

cent on the Playstation2.

|
i]
|

. ~ to jump and, finally,

/ -

she will actually jump

@cross when pressing forward and the jump

+ Button on the controller. This outcome some-.” times leads her to jump straight up in the air

There are too many irritating moments in
the game where | told myself it now seems utterly hopeless.

_

There is one part in the game where

|

thought | was trapped in a sewer, but then
after an extended period | somehow saw a
barely noticeable gritty surface on the wall
that Croft has to climb up. This is only one of

the constant hurdies gamers will have to figure out to find their way out of tight places.

The most fixable part of the game went unfixed. Core Design failed to spell-check the
characters dialogue text. Basic words that
were easily misspelled should have been
corrected. Maybe it is an indication that this
game was rushed.
One part of the game | enjoyed was the

boxing ring. Situated inside an abandoned
church, a bet can be wagered with the toughguy manager over whom you think can win a
boxing match.

Even a
proves too

“stick
touch of the
but as a way tO make
Cc

The music is a huge disappointment. it
takes away the eerie mindset of this game.
While walking down a dark-green alley,
soft musical sounds play, making me feel

unconcerned about who may be around the
corner. Even at an attempt to get the heart-

ft. beat racing, there is no connection between
the game and the music.
The graphics
are nicely done, but with the
game's unforgettable flaws, it's hard to show

on li
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a
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appreciation.
’ The focus of this game centers heavily on
“exploration. in each level played | found myself uninterested with exploring inside va_ cant buildings and searching for information

vy

- hove

1€. |

erge.
.org

mergemedia

through annoying townsfolk interaction and

trying to find ways through complex levels.

Those who never had any gripes about the

series should give Tomb Raider: The Angel of
Darkness a try. A rental is recommended
for
those hardcore Tomb Raider fanatics. Otherwise, steer clear of this one.

.

A

bridge

carrying
a

a

depression

is a structure

pathway
or

over

obstacle.

Kari Denson’s Tiny Universe
has a new CD entitled “The
Bridge” and

it is that path-

way. It’s the pathway to what
is missing from jazz today.
There is a nice mix of
vocals

and

long,

traveled

crazed instrumental. However the standout tracks have
to include “The Answer,”
where the low bass and

“Freedom,” gives you a
different side of Denson’s
Tiny Universe when the vocals here actually are made
to feel more powerful than
the music. “Caution to the
weary. Here is a word overused, misunderstood,
believed to be the bastardwomb food of oppression,
the have-nots dine in obsession,” says Denson as social
and political commentary are

combined to encompass life

deep percussion really give

change

you a new-jazz-meets-oldjazz feel. It feels like a clas-

revolution

sic that you've heard, but it

son's tenor sax and the
trumpets that sound off.
Fans of Denson
a must-have album
which can be enjoyed

also has an original feel too.
The vocals cut in and instead
of detracting from the sound,
add life to it.

in his music.
isn't

spoken

The
but

it is portrayed through Denwild
have
here,
over

and over again. Newcomers
to jazz or Denson have an
‘excellent

introduction

with

“The Bridge,” and it's more
than worthy to justify a pur-

chase.
In addition

great

to

having

beginning

a

to a jazz

collection, buying the CD will
give you a scale on which
you can judge other good

jazz.
From party grooves to poetic commentary, Denson's
Tiny Universe makes the
grade and has aspects that
almost everyone will enjoy.

Standout Tracks: The Answer, Freedom, The Bridge
and Elephants.

James Payton

Old Town Eureka
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Semmprecious Gem Stones

_Moonstone’ Turquotse ‘Labrodorite
Sarongs : Tapestries

So Damn Happy
Sanctuary Records _

ae 4
cancellation
the
Since
of the Fox TV show “Undeclared,” Loudon Wainwright
ll! (cast as dysfunctional dad
Hal) returned to his passion
for contemporary folk. Wain-

Directly Imported From-India + Nepal
Welcome Back Students
Bring Student ID 10% Off Everything In The Store

wright probably won't go very

far with this album. The collection of songs he puts together on this disc isn't worth

listening to. Comedy doesn't

1642 G St.

Across The Sereet

combine

-

well with music.

If

it can then Wainwright can-

_ hot intermingle the two. He's

far from funny. He is more
like some senile dude with
a mic and a guitar singing,
in a bad voice, to a live audience that somehow believes Wainwright is worth

YT

b

~ laughing at. Even if he can

*
‘

e

split my spine with humor,
he has poor guitar skills and
his three sidekicks don’t add
much characterization to the
much-needed improvement
on repertoire.

ba

}
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Larry Marsh

EY
525 Second Street

McKINLEYVILLE CHIROPRACTIC
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Now in his third season as a

and his fourth year at
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Senior middieblocker Vesinda Alvord (14) elevates off the hardwood in East Gym on
Thursday to spike one down in the win against conference opponent Saint Martin's.
Shaw continues to be a consistent force for
the ‘Jacks as she tallied 39 kills and 12 digs in
the two loses. Shaw ranks 14th in kills in the
Sports Eoiror
The women's volleyball seam hits the road GNAC and 12th in digs.
If the ‘Jacks win both games on the road
this week in search of a pair of wins against
fifth ranked in the country Western Washing- this weekend they will have tied last season's
ton on Thursday and at Seattle Pacific on Sat- overall win total of five and their number of total conference wins with three.
urday.
“This year we are really excited because
The ‘Jacks are coming off a split this weekwe
know we can win now,” Shaw said. "Beend beating Saint Martin's (30-28, 25-30, 30win. We went into
25 and 30- 20) in the home conference opener fore we thought we couldn't
games
thinking
we
were
going
to lose beand then losing to Central Washington (30-28,
. 28-30, 30-25 and 30-20), despite the strong cause we had been losing the last four years
in a row.”
performances
The ‘Jacks are currently 3-9 overall and 1-1
‘in conference play.

By Charlene Murphy

Head coach Sue Woodstra said the key to

the ‘Jacks experiencing more success this

season is playing with the belief and dedication that the squad can win every point and ul-

timately
the game.

Advertise with The Lumberjack

all 826-3299|:

Age

By Brian Haas

tice, ‘but saa

Starr WRITER
Freshmen Jessica Rendon and Jasper Peach

got their first taste of collegiate competition when
they competed in the annual HSU Cross Country Invitational on Saturday at Patrick's Point State Park.

_ The event
was a-5-mile race for the men, and a
5-kilometer, ‘approximately 3.1 miles, race for the
women.
HSU placed first in both the men’s and the women's races.

“It went good,” Rendon, environmental eclenele

"major, said. “It was really fun and exciting.”
Rendon finished sixth overall in
race with a time of 19 minutes 48
race winner was Dolores Bergman of
Track Club.
“Jessica is a true freshman who

the women's
seconds. The
the Humboldt
has been im-

proving rapidly,” HSU head coach Dave Wells said.
“She really proved herself today.”
Peach finished second in the men’s race with a
time of 26:10.
The only person to finish ahead of Peach was
HSU senior Doug Hamilton, who last year qualified
for the NCAA Division || national championship in
track.
“It went better than | thought it would go,” environmental science major Peach, said. “| was worried because of the greater distance, but with 5miles, | had a lot of time to get it out.”
Peach ran unattached, meaning he could not
score any points for the team, due to processing of

eligibility paperwork.

Senior Doug Hamilton finished first in the
8-kilometer run with the time of 25:41.

“It was the first time | had seen
Wells

said.

“He

has

looked

him race,”

real strong

in prac-

he gave

Of,

ee

Te

an outstanding

effort |

and looked real competitive.”
Peach is from Placer High School in Auburn, and
Rendon is from Roseville High Schoo! in Roseville,
both competed in the Sierra Foothill League.
“| could run the mile in P.E. class fast, and someone told me that | should try cross country,” Rendon said.
In middle school Rendon would run the mile in 6:

14. She can now run it in about 5:22.
Neither athlete had family involved in the sport
prior to joining.
“My brother was a pro mountain biker,” Peach

said, “I couldn't do the biking, that was his thing, ~“
| just started running.”
Peach says that the practices are tougher in col
lege, “They're more intense on speed days.”
The cross country team practices six days a
week, and usually goes for a optional. long run on
the day off.

Both runners chose HSU because of their interest in environmental science.
“| think we have a real good coach,” Peach said
of Wells. “He definitely works with you, and makes
sure to bring the best performance out.”
Rendon has a very specific goal for the season.
“| would like to run the 5k in 19:30," Rendon
said,” | think that it’s a reachable goal.”
It would mean shaving 18 seconds off of her time
on Saturday.
Peach said he would like to someday be an AllAmerican in cross country.
The Invitational was open to any and all participants. Four teams competed. Five teams were MP
resented in the run.

The men won their race ahead of Fresne Pacific
by two points, while the women. finished 14 points

[Men’s soccer looks to O’Leary to help the ‘Jacks win e
By Stephen Dorman
Starr WRITER

‘senior and playing so many games
at home,” O'Leary said.

The ‘Jacks face a tough opponent this week when Western

Washington comes. to HSU Soccer Field Thursday at 4 p.m. The
Vikings (0-5-1) are -still —
for their first win

of the season
after
capturing
the GNAC title in
2002.
The return of
senior midfielder Brad O'Leary,
who was forced
to sit out of the
‘Jacks first five
games while the
NCAA _ investigated his academic standing,
was not enough
to end HSU's (2-

bench, especially being a fifth-year

O'Leary's

suspension

resulted

from what he termed a “profession-

al mistake” involving his class units
from last year.

Originally,
O'Leary was ruled
ineligible to play

by the NCAA because
he allegedly failed to carry 24

units over the 2002
school year. The
NCAA
requires

.

|

athletes to log 24

—_

'

ee

=

total units through- Junior defender Dustin Keatz (5) maintains possession of the bail against

eae

a iq, SA Rein trong Senne ot 8 See eameerenes Gey

fact have the propof units,
er number
and the problem
but
was corrected,
HSU peonly after

play. games in too short a pethe ‘Jacks defense to GNAC conference
of time.”
riod
one
than
less
In
step up.
are only three
There
“We were all counting month the ‘Jacks have
left this
games
onhim(O’Leary)tocome already played 11 of the home
season, once. October
on the 2003
back and do some dam- 23 games

the NCAA. age,” Parker said. “Oftitioned
the of- fensively, we've looked
Now that
fense has it's key

much

more

ot.

member back, the since
he returned.”

time has come for

schedule.
started
"We

very

head coach Alan
strong,”

igus

hes

played

feo

comes the ‘Jacks will be
on the road the remain-

der of the season.

|

the short end of the stick when it comes to “quality” edu- he
cation and funds.
;
We figure the people who signed this proposition —
who probably signed the recall petition — must have
thought it was a great idea while they were shopping at
K-Mart for an espresso machine and a new shinny dia-

mond. The proposition sounds nice on its face when looking through the lens of the mainstream media because it
gives the false sense of equality. Meanwhile, people need
that extra boost to get into college, get that better job or
get a loan for a house, among other things.
This proposition still allows the disclosure of gender information. Currently women: make 70 cents on every dollar
men make. This proposition would ee
female's deserved benefits as well.
Whoever is for this proposition is either an uniformed or
hateful human being.

of

the

Bush

administration’ about

the

bombing, invasion, and occupation of Iraq have. now
been exposed, even in the
corporate-owned media. As
many of us knew, it_was all
about oil. But the reasons

for the attack on Iraq are
more
Here

complex than that.
are some important

ones: 1.The

demand

for

oil

will exceed supply in 3-13
years according to many
experts. Since oil is the life
blood of our industrial society, this will cause major
economic problems that will
ripple through other sectors
of our society and the world.

Iraq has the second largest
reserves of oil in the world.
2. The European Union's
new currency, the Euro,
now provides an alternative

to the U.S. dollar for global
capital investment: Iraq de-

rate welfare and funneled |
into the military-industrial !

manded and received its complex under the banner }
oil-for-food money in Eu- . of the “war orfTerror.”
4. Control of Iraq gives
ros. Iran, Indonesia, and
U.S. big business and their |
other countries are considgoverning
lackeys another !
ering or have switched to
forward base to insure Rus- |
Euros. The U.S. economy
has a huge trade imbalance sia and China remain sub- |
ordinate to US. business !
and massive debt; it is deinterests. An Iraqi forward |
pendent on foreign investbase also constrains the |
ment to prop up the dollar.
If enough countries and in- Saudi Arabian people. from +
vestors switch to the Euro, it rebelling against their pupwill bankrupt the U.S. econ-

pet

monarchy

thus

ensur-

omy.
3. The U.S. economy is
largely based on building
weapons for the military-in-

ing that Saudi Arabian oil is !
traded in U.S. dollars.
Readers can check out
listen
www.rupe-india.org,

motion and sales of weap-

to KMUD, 88.3 FM, or read ;
The Party's Overby Richard |
Heinberg for more informa-

onry.

tion.

dustrial complex.

Wars are

necessary for testing, proessary

They

are

in order

also

nec-

to justify

hundreds's of billons of our
tax dollars used for corpo-

Dave Ross
Arcata Resident

HEARING HUMBOLDT
?
of PROPfrom 54
What do you think
using race,
local governments

ek state and
A bill that would
_ ethnicity, color or national origin to classify you will be on the next ballot.
“Schools accept
people
- based on race.
It will break up
the color lines.”

“I’m against it.
The schools won't
be as diverse any-

-

r more.”
Misele Tupou

Kurt Araujo
. Ethnic Studies
Freshman

Ethnic Studies
Freshman

ee

Sea Ra

.

ee
ae

ee
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dant Uk keboude be
a factor. The most qualified
person should get accepted or get the job.”
Clea Bennett
Undeclared

!

“| don't feel race is important
on many types of applications
but! think awareness of race
is really important.”
Renee Stork
Environmental Science

“| don't feel my skin color is
my identity but | see how thatinformation
may help people who
have been disadvantaged.”

Cyrus Smith
Studio Art
°
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which usually have a.strong minority population, receive!

Some key points about U. s. Iraq

Peregqgrecceoeorooooeooe

Students who come from impoverished neighborhoods, !

fe

We still haven't gotten past Proposition 187. Prop 54 iss
just a thinly veiled version of the proposition that shares its
name with the police code for murder, which it could have!
caused if it went through.
This one could be as deadly, but more to the human
spirit because, if passed, it will systematically deny certain
people from things that are simply handed to others.

ee

agencies would be exempt from this law. If it passes, itt
would stilt be legal to gather information regarding sex.

eee

“race, ethnicity, color or national origin.” Law-enforcement '

ee

state official to gather an individual's information regarding;

eee

Prop. 54 is an initiative that would make it illegal for any !

wee

fact a land of conservatism and ethnocentrism, it is now.
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No member of The Lumberjack staff wrote that story. This |
mistake will not happen again.

:

eegqeecses
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The Lumberjack editorial staff would like to inetation to:
its readers for a story (“Wildlife Professor is HSU’s Scholar
of the Year”) published last issue. The story was actually a |
press release written by HSU's Office of Community Relations and it was run verbatim under Michael Peters by line. :

22228828228

sboth focused work and some dis-

traction resolves the tension, as well
as a lighthearted attitude rather than
spicky criticism. Double-check your

‘facts, as the most available informa-

ition can be still unreliable with Meri cury retrograde. Chiron and Mercury

tin an exact trine strengthen today's
‘theme of versatility, adding to the

i capacity for extraordinarily practical
‘problem-solving and/or talking over
1 painful situations. Moon enters feelting Cancer at 9:07 p.m. fast on the
‘heels of a trine to Uranus. All kinds
tof bizarre stories and information are
iflying around. Careful not to step on
‘toes with what you share, as emo-

‘tional sensitivity increases with Moon
tin Cancer.
‘ Friday Luna in her home sign
imakes connections with Venus, Ju‘ piter, Saturn and Mercury, continuring touchy feelings and promoting
iimprovements in the comfort of work
rand living areas, attention to nurtur‘ance
:
for yourself and others.

: Mercury's station to direct moition on Saturday starts to set things
‘straight with miscommunications,
‘delays, and mechanical upsets. Af‘ter three weeks of retrograde, or
seemingly backward, motion, MerCury's pivot emphasizes its influence

for now. Wherever 12 degrees Virgo
falls in your chart is the area that's
been under review and where delays and clear decisions are about
to proceed.
Moon enters proud and
playtul
Leo early, freeing
us up to express, create, have more fun. Mercury and Chiron connect for the second time this week in an even more
productive trine since they are both

now in direct motion. Past
can now be cleared with a
even the most persistent
were sure would never be

difficulties
little work,
ones we
resoived.

2eeeeeonneno

ly in healing and benefit more from
giving or receiving bodywork, en-

ergy healing techniques,

divination

POSS
2

Last Quarter Moon arrives Thurs-

day with Virgo Sun square Gemini
«Moon, as we meet the challenge of
‘keeping on task with many distracitions ‘to pull us away. Allowing for

and astrological consultations.

Leo Moon continues on a playful

track Monday the 22nd, a good time
for working on creative projects. Ex-

Key Definitions
Sun Basic identity
and con-

pressing our deepest and darkest
emotions, desires, fantasies can be

done through artistic means. helping us to transform what we've been

afraid of, as Moon makes a powerful
trine with Pluto mid-afternoon.
Autumnal Equinox arrives Tues-

day at 3:47 AM as the Sun enters
O degrees of Libra. This marks one

of the most sacred times in ancient

cultures around the world, a time of

perfect balance as we shift from one
season into another. Take at least a
few moments to orient yourself in this
new place, deeply listening to what
is happening in your world and your-

self right now.
This begins the annual 30 day
journey of the Sun through the sign
of relationships, cooperation, negotiations, harmonious group efforts
and aesthetic pursuits. Venus trines
Neptune today, emphasizing the artistic and diplomacy possibilities,

while many are falling hopelessly in
love, either with a real person or with
a purely fictional fantasy. A great day
for poets, musicians, painters, intuitives and mystics. Life is not meant

to be all work and accomplishment.
Meanwhile Moon shifts to Virgo at
1:04 p.m., grounding us to attend to
the mundane tasks and to takea look
at what
we may improve about our-

selves and our daily routines. Small
steps
are best.
Wednesday's
the last day before
the New Moon in Libra, a day for finishing up old projects, cleaning and
Clearing in preparation for the new
cycle. Virgo Moon is completely
behind those activities,
while also supporting refining technique
in any of
our evolving skills. Mars is moving
in closer to Uranus as this electrified, energized pair conspire in the

water element (Pieces) to make vast
and sudden changes with global repercussions.
The up-side of all this
extreme, watery, electrical energy
will be a powerful move toward more
peaceful, all-inclusive solutions to
global problems.

pofonnnnnencnnencnnnnnnnnnennnne
©

Questions
for Salina?
Salina
is a full-time

consulting Astrologer, a Reiki
Jin Kei
Do Practitioner
and
Master/Teacher,
and
can be reachedat

astro@salinarain.com,
or by phone
at 707-

CORRECTIONS

Government funded Internews is Z

primed for overseas cover ups

on Oe

On ot Oh

“if only

d _
all step
we coul
t

I've waltowed in the
“empty, gray flatiands of
New Mexico. I've seen
the people there, ~
‘they know = simplicity.
‘have walked the dee

like it has even hurled all journalistic val-

are

way of living.

: who had faith only in their |

: boards. They know how

match human- ;
kind's limitless :

: to have a good time.

California

intellect.

| have seen a

; to Minnesotans who can
: Still look at this world with
: awe. They know wonder.
;
| have grown up with

Bay

Area
who

heads

straight somehow

keep

their

: as they spin through life.
‘ They hustle from work, to
: children’s sports, to bar-

hw
ee
ww
ee

‘is to maintain the status quo's power and
, wealth. The “journalism coaches” should
‘be held to the same standards and be
: penalized by society for selling out free
‘ speech and objectivity.
'

ae
;
vb

Then /nternews just doesn't “train jour-

nalists," ‘it also helps establish media laws

to run their media? :
The chances:

for cover-ups are:

lands — My Lai massacre, Pentagon pa- ;
pers, what actually happened to Pfc. Jes- :
sica Lynch.
Even if its objectivity is cleared, you :
still have to question its integrity. The orga- ;

nization boasts setting up T.V. news, which

makes us think in catch phrases and:
makes us more gullible, around the world.

Luis Molina is the ealtorin-chief at The |
Lumberjack. He wrote this as 4 Cover-up ;
to make you less suspicious about bigger :
co!
s going on atThe Lumberjack. |
cover-up

en?

I'll tell you what. To-

Schwarzenegger was

:

trom all of the states

ein based on the gover-

side world hurles itself at:

en
ew
a

Me Msd
rade

tor forThe Lumberjack and ifwe
. dst opened. OUr.dainn @8°8 WE...
_ would achieve world peace. _

That is where | find my- |

‘ the redwoods.
One feels as if the out- |

sion — because they are owned by some
‘rich conservative whose main objective

ew

ve
oe mn
ew
Rw

leaving the hus-

' self now, in the shelter of :

inacthedh atelier

Patrick Brown is a copy edl-

tle and bustle. They take :
@ deep breath of satis- *~
faction. They know fulfill- :
ment. That same old Pa- :
citic Ocean follows them:
North as rolling hills turn :
.
into towering redwoods.

ee

ee

:
:
‘
‘

101

‘news disseminators — such as The New
: York Times, The Washington Post, CNN,
‘Clear Channel, Viacom, Fox and Univi-

tell its people how :

very high and our :
government is one;
of those organiza- :
tions that is well:
known for its cov- :
| ef-ups in foreign:

while

All the time we question the major

4

: sound of honking horns
‘ fade as they drive North
‘up

3

'

‘ their whole lives and the

.

jour-

- establishing
: media laws.

little of this great :

this country. One day, we will know }
each other's reality, and something:
good is bound to come from that.

‘ beques. They stay busy

“train

‘falists”

country, and it is beginning to look :
like one big three-legged race, ;
where everyone has one foot in :
reality. Humboldt seems to trip up »
any time they even think of coordi- :
nating their steps with the outside;
world.
Maybe this is why | have faith in:

working-

‘class,

‘

mn

-the

‘to

wee a

shown

‘Luis Molina

‘and your job is

me

‘I've

media regulations. We — journalists —:
have to adhere to the same rules as the :
average Joe Blow and at the same time, :
Mr. Blow could get the same information :
we do. In America, journalists are viewed ;
the same way everyone is, the only differ- :
ence is that we use laws — such as The :
Brown Act and recording laws — more of- ;
ten than any other profession. So how can :
Internews and the U.S. government go to ;
a foreign land and '

Rants of a Moron
by

: from the U.S.
‘ government

surf-by Patrick Brown the wisdom to’

and

cards

‘ journalists hold

‘dear, when 80
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: night energy, with people | -

ues through the door and right into the
; middie of the street. It is difficult to main‘tain all these qualities, which | and most
» percent of your
‘budget comes |

They
show:
us it is possible to’rev up :

: with the air full of Friday

d credit

bringing :

us back to a |
sustainable

: streets of Santa Barbara,

would happen? You've
oe
guys and then

i this place at full speed, :
: but mostly just bounces:

t off, leaving only an annoy- ;
“ing echo for those inside. .
: The redwoods stand like °
‘ guardians, and the misty |
: clouds lie low, shrinking:
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at each other, smiles

and lines up behind Ar-
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or other countries “liberated.”
The United States doesn't even have |

’s
shoe
into each others
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me

a terrorist for writing

'G.W. spoke for an amazing 24 minutes
: about how to fix the economy and his nev‘ er-faltering commitment to the U.S. occu-

pocrisy. Shame on you George W. Bush, if

there is a God, you're going to hell.
Of course, the money burning doesn't

: pation of Iraq. Minnesota Republicans and

stop at the White House.

in Minnesota,

-Bush-leaguers coughed up $1.4 million at

eemeeeee

tion at the thought of all of this fucking hy-

At a recent banquet

oe Sew

ole

‘

Back here in California, Congressman :
Darrell Issa bought us a recall election for !
a modest $1.7 million, which in turn will
cost the state between $30-35 million to!
implement. Sure, what's an extra $35 mil-

- the event, earning the Bush Administration

: a Cool $60,000 per minute of the mighty
; wordsmith's speech.
’
Bush has raised more than $50 million
‘ $O far, and is well on his way to his target
goal of (drum roll please) $200 million to
’ buy the next election.
,
Meanwhile back in the land of the free,
. @ recent report from the Census Bureau
: shows that the number of Americans living

lion when we have a deficit of $38 billion? |
Hey Ah-nuld, you want to be the “people's
governor” and help Cal-ee-phorn-ya, how !:
about sharing the Hollywood wealth and |‘
foot the bill for this ridiculous election? Oh : '

and by the way, the last thing California |
needs is a Governator!

‘ beneath the poverty line has increased by

While all of these millions of dollars are |

: 1.3 million people in the last year. For those
‘ of you keeping score that brings the grand

being tossed around like confetti, our edu-

: total to 35 million people, or 12.5% of the

cational system (not to mention our future) |
is taking a severe —

can

barely

PF

sustain the | | /
‘basic

es-

'sentials of

‘a

rT

|

/ (\ |

\

\

\

\

/
|

|

budget cuts, the fee in-}

|

Last week | paid $60 for |
a 200 page paperback! :
textbook. $60 for a pa- |
perback!
:

\

|

: billion annually? Bring on the fundraisers!
Surely if your money hoarding friends
'
‘ are willing to pay a measly $2,000 a plate
re-elect an incompetent

fool like you,

‘ then they would jump at the chance to pay

‘ $4,000 to feed a hungry child or help a fel-

‘low human being get back on their feet.

‘What else would god fearing righteous

‘Christian soldiers like yourselves want to
‘ do with your money? World conquest? No,
‘that's for the Catholics. According to that

‘ ancient book of stories you're so fond of
k- Quoting, your charge is to help your fel-

creases, or the always-!

\ Schnalzer} inguiting price of books. !

\

: projected to cost anywhere between $8-29

tow man.

by
Michael

: that this figure also accounts for one in five
‘of the children living in the most prosper‘ Qus nation in the world.
§o | have a proposition for you Emper:
or Bush, you wanna help the economy and
‘maintain a military presence in Iraq that is

to

\

know which is worse, the :

\

and
‘food
' shelter
‘for them. selves, Not
‘to mention

/

[

So | have one more,
suggestion to round out my rant, this one ;
goes out to all those overpaid and under-

worked administrators out there; throw a $

banquet dinner to buy me a book. But not }

just me, get together and raise enough

money to buy the entire student body one }

of their books for this semester. | figure}

about $500,000 will cover it. Which isn't |
that much

money

considering

some

of!

you are making more than $200,000 to do }

nothing more than occupy an office, and }

cushion your million-dollar bank accounts. }
Cheers fellas, and remember: you're not; .

just helping yourselves become

cde.

: 2004 re-election campaign.

ouccscihacescoscemen

for his

better:

in your senility.

i

Mike Schnailzeris the Photo Chiefat The '
Lumberjack and is conspiring with Patrick

Brown to make our world a much happier,

of other races than black get
off using this word. Why are
white people calling each
other “nigga?”

Really, what the hell do
you think you are doing? It
to me you have been

watching too much MTV and
you are seriously a dork.
There is no adequate ratio-

similar to the word “nigger,”

nalization for using the word
“nigga,” even if you are black.
You may be thinking “where

does this blond, white girl get
off making judgments about a
word that her race imposed
on the black culture .” But that
is exactly why | am writing this
opinion.

Look
at what is
happening to this
word.

It

can be argued
that
the
word.

“nigga”

now

is

em-

for
black.
people
to

is wrong for

use __ this

anyone to
use the word

word,
cause

bethe

meaning

“nigga”, even if

is now has

you are black.

a positive
outlook, but

The use of the
coments
t
aii

and

should be eliminated from our

is it really if white people are

now using the word?

everyday vocabulary.

Great black leaders of
America
stood before our
country and confessed their

“What's up cracker?” or “Hey
white trash.” Nor do Hispan-

pain and sacrificed their

ics refer to each other as
“beaner” or “mojado.” There

lives and freedom so the

| don't go around

saying

people
of today would have

is a personal respect ail peo-

the

ple should have for their own
race and other people's.
Let's eliminate the word

ity to be treated

equally and not be identified
through such a disgusting
word like “nigger” or “nigga.”
Our generation has no idea
word entails. People who use
ie
ee
and are

people who have ache

implication behind this word.

| have noticed men use this

better place.

TASES

and | don't really know why. |
have spent a lot of time with
people of all races, being an
athlete, and | don’t see how
this word is empowering.
If we want racism to go
away we must stop using racist connotations.
Moreover, where do people

from the word “nigger” a

what the meaning behind this

people, you're ensuring a future of leaders
who won't be too bitter to take care of you

word more often than women

word, which is lethal and
loaded with hate, anger and
injustice.
When | hear people calling
each other “nigga,” | wonder
why a person
or a group of
people would choose to be
identified by a term that is so
a word that carries so much
negativity and
pain in our
history?
When people
use the word
“nigga” | think
to myself “how
much more
ignorant can
you be?”
Today | hear
just about every
race using |
this word and
it is wrong. It

ose

‘aire has been speaking at $2,000-a-plate

cee

such nonsense. Yet |
know I’m not the only
one whose stomach
is boiling to the point of violent regurgita-

2...-c

Third World countries. The Texas millionin order to raise money

deem

nigga,” “Now,

In the quad, on the plaza, in
the city, in movies, in songs,
on the basketball court. |
don't understand the phenomena with this term and
why it is being used so frequently by people today; and
it's not just being used people
who are black.
The word “nigga” is derived

scrunch

probably

aceestogSitaeltcecdletasstambiveamacnsahaeeiers

: been keeping himself busy in between dispensing his reign of terror across oil rich

you my

my nigga?”
“Ahh... you

look at this nigga right there,”
“Word nigga, Word.”
Everywhere | go these
days | hear the word “nigga.”

i

George W. Bush will
do nothing of the:
sort, and he would

Our fearful leader George W. Bush has

: banquets

back
world,

know

iti

‘

However,
in the real

cachet

Money it's a gas
Grab that cash with both hands
and make a stash
-Roger Waters

“What's up
“nigga what?”

|

you share that green?||

BUA |

(rc

UP

oes

“nigga” from our daily conversations. Let's learn about
a race not putting one down out of our own’
ignorance.

Char-mama by Charlene

Murphy
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AT'S HAPPENING IN HUMBOLDT

led by Docent Susan
Join Friends Of The Dunes for
Gaydos. The discussion, “Forests, Flowers and Fruits--Oh

itll
damit AE
rian

My!” will be given. The event goes from 10a.m. until 12:
30p.m. Meet in front of the school at 10a.m., at 3001 Janes

is now offering

LANPHERE DUNES WALK

wwa87

Meet a the Pecic Union ons

Like heavy metal or hard rock? Here’s the show for you then.
10p.m.

BLOOD DRIVE
at the Kamath River Room (2nd foor ofthe JGC)

Road, Arcata.

.

Donate blood if you care to care. The blood drive will be go-

.

ing on from noon to Sp.m.

SUNSEPT21

THURSSEPT18,
AGUA

JOHN BROWN’S BODY
at Six River's McKinieyville

DULCE

A Roots reggae band from New York, John Brown’s Body is
visiting Humboldt on their tour. Doors open at 8p.m. Show

at Six Rivers Brewery, McKinieyville

This salsa band incorporates funk, African, Carribean, and
‘Jazz. Doors open at 8p.m., show starts at 9p.m. $7 at the door.

starts at 9p.m. $8 at the door. 21+

-MEN’S SOCCER VS. WESTERN WA.

at the McKinieyville Shopping Center

Shop for local produce and listen to local musicians at the
McKinleyville Farmer’s Market. 3p.m. Free.

at the Soccer Field

Show your support; go tothe game, from 4p.m.-6pm. Free.

MONSEPT22

' FRISEPT19

KIEVAL LECTURE ON “RANDOMNESS”
at the Founders
Hall

Stanford University Professor of Mathematics and Statistics,
Persi Diaconis, is giving a lecture on “The Search For Randomness.” 7:30p.m.

TRI CITY LADIES NIGHT
at tSix Rivers McKinieyville

cco
ae

tecctee rene atichen: Benoes adc.
ene
ee
ae

NORTH COUNTRY FAIR
C

The North Country Faie is back! Foe the 30th annual yeas.
ee
ee
a

‘

mre

eee

|

-_|dinner specials

Sunday
thru
Thursday

ADVERTISE YOUR CLUB OR EVENT
a in the Lumberjack Calandar
Contact Holly at the Lumberjack: 826-3271 or email:
thejack@humboldt.edu

pay $4.

NORTH

for

MCKINLEYVILLE FARMERS MARKET

TUESSEPT23

Sept
21st — 25th

FEARLESS RECORDS TOUR
;

;

iad

;

Pe

eek: KEE

:

oe

eas

Tse

cl benhock band pian

i

Re

he

Shy

Sept 28st - Oct 2nd

at Saphire Rose

Lise

.

$3 cover te :

Includingbands: Anatomy of a Ghost, Fear Before the March
of Flames, The Romaa Candles,
School Play, and RBS Syn-

call for
reservations

drome. Show stasts at $8p.m., $5, 21+

GRADUATE SCHOOL INFO. DAY

,
JAMMIN’ AT JED
ere eas toally fe day. $18 in advance,
ee
ene

t

re

hee

See

ious

ere (707) 464-8311

bane

ce

ah Clasquia, violinist, Terrie Baune, and violin/ cello player,

re

"B

on the HSU quad (or in the KBR if it rains)

Thinking about higher education? Check out graduate
schools! Over 20 schools attending. That's a selection!
10a.m.-2p.m.

GOTANYPLANS?

826-2345

_

Let us know at thejack@humboidt.edu
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Milli
ground floor of
Jacoby's Storehouse

Arcata

Bs
i

CAVEATEMPTOR
Before responding to the advertisements requesting money to be
sent or giving a credit card number

to children 7-18 yrs of
cast — gymnastics
Weight-lifting set: dumbells

like new. $70 obo. Call Bill at

TIN CAN MAILMAN
buys
books, including textbooks, daily
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Cash or
trade credit~your
choice. Comer
of 10th and H. Friendly
staff,
wonderful
books. Since 1972.
822-1307.

SIX RIVERS BREWERY is

INSTRUCTOR.

$95 obo. Tvaanar's scionThs
Like new.E.
COITAP

contact the local Better Business
Bureau to verify the authenticity
of the company.
The Lumberjack
is not responsible
for the validay of any offers advertised.

WANTED

GYMNASTICS

KENWOOD REMOTE

iron and curl bar and weights all

age. Must be 18 yrs old and have

845-9290 after 2 pm.

i

Flexible hours. Looking for

creative people. Quark Express,
834-3236.

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR.

:

.

MC’S WITH FLOW to battle 8
pm Thur, Sep 25 at the Hutnboldt
Brewery. $100 first prize;
$50

Affirmative
Action Title IX.

Rocky Horror Picture Show with

Psychotic
Cabaret on stage. All

*cats 55.

LOOK LIKE A LOCAL

et3

ed

ema

om vir Hi

FOR

BUCKS!
Head up to

Bagels travel mug special.
Depot

only. Expires

Interested?
Call: 839-0425 today.

WORK FROM HOME. Earn
$450 -$1500/month part-time
$2000-$4500 full-time.

OSTA WOW

PRE. GTERY ORO GODT INE. 00!

boone)

§6TBOS, OCF 16 « INFO: 826-3928

OPPORTUNITIES
FOREVER
LIVING PRODUCTS.
Need more money? Be your own
boss and set your own schedule.

We offer you an opportunity
for
your health and financial
freedom.
Call for details - Arlene Wemer,
Ind. Distr. (707) 725-2923
or e-

+ Clutches
> Engine Overhauls
* Preventive Maintenence & Tune-ups

mail: Aaloefirst@cs.com.
NEED

Arcata

AN EXTRA $36,000a

®

ust north

of Café

Mokka

year? Vending route for sale.

Cost $6,500. Help find missing
children. 1-800-568-1392or
www.vendingthatworks.com
@ 8:30 pm Thur, Sep 25 at the ~

Outtet. 441-0700.
Mon - Fri

$100; 2nd place: $50; 3rd place:

1] am-Spm.

female
fun t-shirt.
tahtdah mae

’

ushers, loaders, bouncers,
etc...

Humboldt Brewery. 1st place:

a

eo

EEP is actively
secking a few
final volunteers
for the upcoming
Little Feat show on 9/24 at the
Eureka Theater. Positions
include

printers at great prices. 317 W 7th
St. across from Eureka Grocery

i

oe

|

—

ee

ne

er tee

ahi ra

‘,

spull

The Time
to children 7-18 yrs of | Rare Collectibles!
gymnastics
Traveler.
1020C 8th, Arcata (behind
age. Mont be 18 yrs old and have
he Co-Op).
12.

for more information. EOE/

NEW & USED COMPUTERS.
for school. Used TVs, monitors,

eek of Dialogue™ "sia

8; 2K.OPD © the Lasmbedack +

seats $5. Halloween
night is
.

admission.
Please call 839-2137.

SURFBOARDS
FOR SALE!
Lighthouse Surfboards Designs.
Brand New. Top Quality,
Great
Deals! Call Sarah or Aaron.
822-1002

Yaa ta

Harold and Maude at 8 pm. All

Adobe, fast typer a plus. Call

Recreation
Division at 822-7091

FORSALE

ais

ial

B Lusberinck © wv ioRgiek. orgfycen

Thur Fri Sat in Septemberis

Los Bagels at the Depot for Los

TROMBONE STUDENTS:
One teacher
in this area has
professional experience. Marco
Katz sydmusic@ sydmusic.com.
www.sydmusic.com/marco.

pet

SMALL PART-TIME WORK. == eUREKA THEATER Every

gymnastics. Call the Arcata

and operated.
www. jadacom.net.
(707) 822-8291.

as

Affirmative
Action Title IX.

ing shows in exchange
for free

customer
service. Locally owned

weseee

Recreation
Division at 822-7091
EOE/
HELPWANTED __ foc more information.

TWO

JADA COMMUNICATIONS.
Internet Service and Design.
Unlimited
Internet access $15/
month. Excellent
tech support and

4

a

and/or experience in upper level

SERVICES

a

children
with ce
rien
expeworking

looking for volunteers
to help
spread the word regarding
upcom-

second; sweeeceet
t-shirt third.

Oe

“"

EWS
FROM
AROUND
HUME
}OLDT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

FORSALE

over the phone, you may want to

ot
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